
To complete these flowers, 

you will need: 
*Heartgrooves Handmade Mini Felt Floral 

Trio Kit 

*Hot glue gun (high heat mini glue gun 

recommended) 

*Glue sticks 

*Scissors (preferably sharp) 

*Wire snippers to trim floral wire 

 

Kit Contents: 
High quality wool blend felt has been cut into 
shapes using a die cut machine, some pieces are 
hand cut. Slight irregularities in the cutting may 
occur during production, usually  not affecting 
the finished flower. Scissors can be used to trim 
or round out any edges.  The kit includes: 

*Large rectangle for mum 

*3 fern leaves 

*spiral for mini rolled rose 

*6 double sided petals for mini English Rose 

*3 small felt balls for berries 

*3 small rectangles for buds 

*3 star shaped flowers for folded leaves 

*Floral wire to be trimmed into 6 sections for 

buds and berries. 
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English Rose: 
*Cut all 6 double sided petals apart to create 12 separate petals , leaving a flat area that 
will be the bottom of the petals. 
*Count out 4 piles of 3 petals. This will help in keeping track of the layers as they are 
added. 
*Start by placing a dot of glue in the corner of the flat side of a petal. 
*Fold over and pinch to start rolling. 
*Glue along flat edge and roll to form a “trumpet”. 
*Glue along the bottom of another petal and place around the first petal by lining up 
the bottom center and wrapping it around, allowing the edges to move upwards to 
form a cup. The petals will be overlapping quite a bit. 
*Repeat this step and adhere a 3rd petal but on the opposite side of the 2nd petal. 
*Now glue 3 petals evenly spaced around this flower center using the same cupping 
technique. This will form a “triangle” around the center piece. 
*Glue another 3 petals alternating with the last layer of petals. 
*Keep adding layers of 3 in this fashion until 12 petals have been used. By the last layer, 
the petals will not be overlapping. 

Mini Rolled Roses: 
*Depending on when you purchased this kit, you may have a new variation of the rolled rose die cut…The basic instructions 
are the same. Version 1 has some extra slivers between the die cut edges, version 2 does 
not. 
Version 1: 
*Discard any extra slivers of felt that are in the rose spiral. Keep the circle shape from the 
middle to use as the base of the flower. The scalloped side will be the top of the finished 
flower. 
*The outside end of the spiral is the inside of the rose, so start by placing a small dot of 
glue on the bottom corner. Fold over and pinch to start rolling.  
*Roll gently (not puling tight) keeping the bottom of the flower flat until you get to the 
end of the spiral. Use dots of glue as needed along the way. 
*Place a dot of glue on the end to secure it. 
*Spread glue all over the flat bottom of the flower and place the circle over that to 
secure it. The circle will be too big, so trim it when the glue is dry. 
Version 2: 
The scalloped side will be the top of the finished flower. 
*The outside end of the spiral is the inside of the rose, so start by placing a small dot of 
glue on the bottom corner. Fold over and pinch to start rolling.  
*Roll gently (not puling tight) keeping the bottom of the flower flat until you get to the 
end of the spiral. Use dots of glue as needed along the way. 
*The round petal at the very end is the bottom of the flower, glue the scallop before that 
one to the side of the roll. 
*Spread glue all over the flat bottom of the flower and fold the final circle over that to 
secure it. The circle can be trimmed when the glue is dry if needed 
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Mum: 
*Using the felt rectangles, run hot glue across 
one long edge.  
*Fold the felt in half to attach the long edges 
together.  
*Snip on folded edge all the way across, 
leaving about 1/8” border on the  bottom 
uncut. Snips don’t have to be even or a 
particular width. 
*Dot glue on one of the bottom corners, pinch 
to start rolling. 
*Keep rolling the flower using dots of glue as 
needed until the end is reached.  
*Secure with a dot of glue at the end if needed. 

 

Buds: 
*Using the felt rectangles, run hot glue across one long edge.  
*Fold the felt in half to attach the long edges together.  
*Snip on folded edge all the way across, leaving about 1/8” border on the  
bottom uncut. Snips don’t have to be even or a particular width. 
*Dot glue on one of the bottom corners, place small floral wire in the glue and 
pinch felt over the floral wire. 
*Continue to glue across bottom of felt and wrap downwards spiraling down the 
floral wire. 
*Pinch the bottom to secure to floral wire, use a dot of glue if needed. 

 

Folded Leaves: 
*Place a dot of glue in the center of the star flower shape. 
*Fold in half keeping points alternating with each other. 
*Place dot of glue in the middle of flat side created by the fist fold. 
*Fold in half again to create a triangle. 
*These can be used folded in half or quarters. 
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Berries: 
*Using a sharp tool, form a hole in the felt ball. Place a dot of glue on a piece of 
floral wire and insert by twisting into the hole. 
*Repeat to complete 3 berry stems. 

Putting it all together: 
*The possibilities are endless! Headband, grapevine wreath, ring wreath, embroidery hoop… 

 

Thank you for purchasing this Heartgrooves Handmade Felt Flower Kit!  

 Your support is greatly appreciated :) 

Check out all of our kits and other handmade creations: 
 www.heartgrooves.etsy.com  |  www.somethingplume.com/collections/all/heartgrooves-handmade
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